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or three chapters which had, she said, 'already been revised
and approved by the collective'.
I knew that in the last years of his life Gorki had believed
that in Russia, where so much new and significant is hap-
pening, where land and people are being changed, not only
writers but the people themselves should engage in litera-
ture; the simplest and what we would call humblest should
put their ideas to paper. And so he gave much time to
advising, encouraging and helping his 'amateur writer
colleagues'. He became convinced that this activity would
yield literature more valuable to the world than his own
work.
The Arctic children in Igarka prize this letter from
Gorki:
£ Hearty greetings to you, future doctors, engineers, tank-
drivers, poets, airmen, teachers, artists, inventors, geologists.
You sent me a fine letter. Through its simple and clear
words there shone brightly into my room the rays of your
courage, the warmth of your hearts, the clearness with which
you recognize the road to higher aims in life. There is
hardly a place in the world where children live under such
harsh natural conditions as you in your Arctic home.
Hardly, I think, could we find anywhere else children like
you who, by the result of your lives and efforts, will inspire
all the children of the world to be equally as bold and
proud as you are yourselves.
You write: "At the moment we are living when the sun
does not shine on us. We see the light of day only for three
hours every morning. The rest of our time is spent in
Polar night, in frost and snowstorms.35 And yet, in the midst
of the Polar night, the sun of human intelligence burns
unsubdued. Only recently it has won the battle against
scurvy, until a short time ago the dreaded curse of the Far
North. Under the conquering force of human intelligence
the earth, chained with the fetters of everlasting frostj is
now growing fruit and vegetables, flowers and grain. AH
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